I dedicate this book to all the
wonderful animals on this
beautiful planet Earth
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Preface
One of my visions is to help animals be
more respected and loved as well as to
help humanity recognize animals as their
own souls on their own soul path. I also
want to help them recover completely, including the whole of Mother Nature. We are
all connected; we are all in the same “ship”
sailing on planet Earth.
My visions became this story, in which a
unicorn family flies with their daughter over
the recently newborn planet Earth to meet
some of the magnificent and awesome animals that live there, which shows us the
unique gifts each of them presents to us.
I hope many people read this book and
that it helps them recognize every single
soul, including the souls of the animal kingdom and of Mother Earth as souls on their
own soul paths. I wish that people will be
able to respect them and find peace and
unconditional love within themselves so
that we, together, are able to create “Heaven on Earth”.
Andrea
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Introduction
Earth is going through a vast dimensional shift, moving from the third to the fifth
dimension in a very short space of time.
We, as humans, share our planet with a
vast and intricate array of beautiful beings… the animal kingdom.
Many souls have viewed the animals of
this planet as a lesser species, as this attitude was established during the final years
of Atlantis over 10,000 years ago. The reality of this couldn´t be more different.
Every animal soul on Earth is on its own
and unique ascension path. And every single one of them has a vital role to play in
the establishment and raising of the fifth
dimensional vibration. It is also worth noting
that at the time of my writing this introduction, over 75% of the animal kingdom has
already achieved physical ascension.
Our relationship with the animals is
changing as fast as the energy matrix. One
of the highest heart facets that humans are
tested on, is their love and empathy towards them.
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Once we learn to love ourselves in our
entirety, then we can truly love and respect
the brave and selfless souls we have chosen to incarnate with.
I truly hope that you enjoy this beautiful
story that my dear friend Andrea has written. Read the words carefully, and feel the
vibration and message contained within.
Tim Whild
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1. Africa: An Elephant Herd and a
Pride of Lions
Fleja the unicorn child and her wise parents often flew over the beautiful, recently
newborn planet Earth, spreading angelic
light over the trees, plants, flowers, rivers
and seas as well as over all the wonderful
animals and warm hearted people that live
there. After a long period of time, planet
Earth had completely recovered. Wild animals were once again living free in their
natural habitats, thankful that humanity had
given them back their territories. Domestic
animals were also living freely and harmoniously within their families, with everything
necessary to be able to live, love and develop their own souls as well to have fun
and serve their families, as is their free will,
with all their decisions respected and communicated telepathically.
One sunny Morning, Fleja and her parents made a special visit to one of the vast
herds of elephants in the middle of Africa
with its profuse vegetation comprising lush
bushes, majestic trees and all kinds of high
and short grasses as well as waterholes,
pools, lakes and streams. Nature was
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blooming in such magnificence that it made
hearts jump for joy. As they softly landed
beside the enormous herd, Jan, the wise
old elephant soul and granny too many of
the youngsters including the recently newborn calf Jumby, welcomed the unicorn
family warmly. She hugged each one softly
with her trunk as the unicorns gave her a
loving touch with their brightly shimmering
horns.
“Hello Nuja, hello Flynn and hello beautiful Fleja! What a pleasure to see you today!
And thank you for hearing my telepathic
invitation! We are so pleased with our
Jumby and I am soooo excited to introduce
you to him today,” said Jan joyfully.
“Hello lovely Jan, nice to see you, too,”
the unicorns replied together.
“Is it true that I can play with Jumby today?” Fleja asked shyly.
“Yes Fleja. He will be very happy to play
with you,” Jan answered lovingly. “Now,
let’s go and see my large family. They’ll all
certainly be very happy to see you!”
They moved cheerfully toward the
mighty herd, passing the many elephant
families who greeted the unicorns with
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much joy and love in their eyes. “Jan, how
have you been doing since our last visit? Is
everything okay with you and your big family? Are all the elephants well?” Nuja asked.
“Thank you Nuja. Yes, all is well and
everybody is very happy. The vast landscape nourishes us in every way and we
have enough healthy water to drink and for
our daily cleansing bath. Nature supports
us with so much love and generosity. We
are so grateful.”
In the middle of the herd, safely protected by the other family members, was
Jumby, the newborn calf and his overjoyed
mother, Amy. “Hello Nuja, hello Flynn, hello
Fleja. Welcome and thank you for visiting
us! May I introduce you to my lovely baby,
Jumby.” Jumby smiled shyly toward the
unicorns, still cuddling his mother’s legs by
gently rubbing one ear after the other along
her stomach.
“Hello Amy and hello Jumby!” Nuja said.
Nuja carefully touched Jumby’s forehead
with her rainbow colored horn as Jumby
leapt and smiled brightly.
“Dear Jumby, may I introduce you to
Fleja. She will be very happy to play with
you today,” Amy added.
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